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53 | MILLS PHENOLIC PARTITIONS
Mills Phenolic No-Site Partitions eliminate unpleasant gaps between doors and
pilasters for complete privacy. The integral
No-Site design is now standard for all
Phenolic models. A key feature of the partition system is a rabbeted edge on both
the hinge and latch sides of the door. This
grooved edge closes off sightlines and provides a flush finish for a European-inspired
look. Greenguard Greenguard Certified as
a low-emitting material, phenolic stands up
to high usage and wet and humid environments, and is resistant to water, oil,
bacteria, and graffiti.
BRADLEY CORP. | CIRCLE NO. 852

54 | INTELLI-FLUSH
The Intelli-Flush Automated Flushing
System is a hands-free system that
is compatible with existing Flushmate
pressure-assisted toilets (1.0, 1.28, and
1.6 gpf models). Ideal for commercial
and residential applications, the system
reduces the spread of bacteria, dismisses
recurring odors, and ensures a hands-free
flush, according to the maker. It can be programmed to use hand wave actuation and
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an optional 24-hour maintenance flush.
FLUSHMATE | CIRCLE NO. 853

57 | EVOLVE CUBICLES

Sloan offers ASSE-1070-compliant faucets
with its Optimix anti-scald technology.
When cold water is running low, faucets
may dispense unsafe hot water. Sloan’s
in-spout Optimix technology works to
prevent scalding in the event of cold water
failure. The faucets feature an integrated
thermostatic mixing valve on the side of
the faucet body to easily set the water to
a desired temperature. The valve’s lever
can be removed for facilities where tamper
resistance is required.

Engineered for standard use and heavy
traffic buildings, including airports, arenas, schools, and shopping centers, Bobrick’s Evolve Cubicles offer the look and
performance of high-privacy, Europeanstyle toilet cubicles at an affordable price.
The system comes standard with an array
of privacy features, including 72-inch-tall,
half-inch-thick compact grade laminate
(CGL) doors and panels with nine-inch
floor clearance; an occupancy indicator
latch; a self-closing door; and a patented,
spring-loaded, height-adjustable pedestal.
Suitable for high-moisture environments
like locker rooms.

SLOAN | CIRCLE NO. 854

BOBRICK | CIRCLE NO. 856

56 | HYDRO·X POWER

58 | INTEGRATED PRIVACY SYSTEM

Zurn’s touchless sensor faucets are now
fitted with its Hydro·X Power technology, a
turbine system that generates and stores
energy from the flowing water to power the
faucet. It only takes a few activations a
day to harvest enough power to extend the
battery life by at least 10 years, reducing
maintenance and replacement costs.

This restroom partition system for metal
partitions features a patent-pending design
with built-in privacy components that fully
close the gap on the latch and hinge side
of the door, providing zero sightlines into
the stall. The built-in design eliminates the
need for field retrofitting. Occupancy indicator latch comes standard.

ZURN | CIRCLE NO. 855

ASI GROUP | CIRCLE NO. 857

55 | ASSE-1070-COMPLIANT FAUCETS

